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Extra on Face Reading-March 16th 

Face/Palm Reading 

More often, many clients and friends who have interest in face reading or know a little 

about face reading will come up and tell me that their readings on others were not 

accurate or right to the point as I did. I’ve realized that most of them neglect two 

important factors, the facial’ spirit or the face’s texture color (subtle energy permeates 

and surfaces through skin). And the second factor one must consider is the ‘time’ of 

reading or rather the month in command (seasons). 

 

What is face spirit or face’s texture color? 

This will help you to understand better, if you are tired, you will look tired, if you are sleepy, you will look 

lethargic. That is the result from overstress or insomnia. Think about this, in some instances certain 

embedded energy under your facial skin will permeate and form a layer of so call ‘spirit or color’ on your 

face’s texture, and some even before a result is form. This observation required extensive training. Such 

energy is a signal of event might take place or taken place within one month. That is the crux of face 

reading. This is also wisdom of ancient Chinese in developing NLP (Neuro Linguistic Programming) 

 

The spirit or color on face changes everyday or every other day and it all depends on the event that will 

or has taken place. 

 

Kind Energy Colors 

Purple and yellowish colors on your facial skin are most welcome. Promotion, celebration, and 

happiness events might happen soon if such colors were found on your face, especially on your 

forehead, right in between your eyes, nose and cheeks. (However, yellowish color on your palm is not a 

good sign) 

 

Unkind Energies Colors 

Black, dull, gray, blue and greenish colors are signs of bad health or bad events might occur soon in 

your life.  
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Seasonal Face Reading 

February 4th –April 4th  

Wood (5-element) is in command.  

1. Refer right ear and right cheekbone. Observe any abnormal mold, color etc. 

2. Second, observe the nose and forehead, colors such as yellow, purple, bright and moist are a good 

sign. Likewise, dull, gray, black and dry face generates unkind energies. 

 

April 5th –May 5th, July 7th-August 7th, October 9th –November 8th, January 4th – February 3rd 

Earth (5-element) is in command 

1. Observe the nose bridge’s color and texture bright and not dull is good. 

2. Refer cheekbone with purple and yellowish texture with moist is a good face. (Red/fire red/green is 

not a good sign) 

 

May 6th-June 6th, June 7th-July 6th 

Fire (5-element) is in command  

1. Look at the forehead first for any signs of pimples/mole/denture/indentation/protruding. 

2. Refer nose again, as nose is the backbone of face reading, any obvious red blood streams is not a 

good sign, the texture is dry with gray. Black, white, green or blue is not good either. 

 

August 8th –September 7th, September 8th- October 8th 

Metal (5-element) is in command 

1. Refer left ear without any scar, blue, gray or back texture. 

2. Observe nose as well as forehead with the texture or color of red, purple, and yellow is a good sign. 

Forehead with bright texture is a plus. Never the less too white of texture color might cost you 

dearly, financially! 

 

November 9th-December 6th, December 7th-January 3rd 

Water (5-element) is in command 

1. Refer eyes, lip, nose with bright texture with red or purple color is a good sign 

2. Observe at the same time the nose and forehead texture and color. 

 

 

Easy Palm Reading 

Good Signs 

Red color on your palm signifies your wealth is content.  

Purple color palm is a sign of promotion/celebration event. 
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Bad Signs 

Yellowish palm is a sign of death/sickness in your family.  

Greenish palm is a sign of ‘shocking’ event that has taken place. 

Black or dull palm a sign of sickness getting worse. 

Gray fingers a sign of ‘stale’ progresses of work at hand. 

Dried hand will take you to the cleaners! 

 

Overall Colors 

Green-shock, this has scientific proof that once you are in shock, the oxygen level to your nose bridge 

is abnormal that caused the disruption of blood stream flow and as a result low blood pressure. 

Red-anger, the uplift of blood pressure causes the drastic flow of blood stream. 

Yellow/Purple-happiness, the natural flow of blood stream create an equilibrium of blood stream, this 

has to do with the color of flying star (Feng Shui Theory) 

White-litigation- white and pale colors are inauspicious for ancient Chinese. 

Black-death/sickness-sign of death and sickness. 

 

Please write to info@misterfengshui.com  

Your letters and comments are always welcomed! 

----Kerby KuekKerby KuekKerby KuekKerby Kuek    


